EBSCO

Sometimes we need to direct our students to research tools that involve credible or scholarly magazine and journal articles. These articles are not always found via a search through a search engine.

EBSCO is a database that allows students and teachers the ability to locate articles quickly that will enhance a research project.
An Advanced Search is also available where students can filter and narrow down from the start of their search or they can filter as they find results.

Here are the search results for Cyberbullying AND High School

There are 279 results showing up for this subject.

You can have students funnel their information even more so.

There is a slide bar that shows when the publication date range is.

Since I’m really not interested in Cyberbullying from 2005, I’m going to use slide the bar from left to right and see how my results change. I’m going to search for articles from 2010-2016.

In modifying my search, I now have 248 articles to work with.

You can also drill down your research even more by drilling down on the source types to the left as well.
There is also the opportunity to drill down by subject as well.

Further research can have researchers filter by a bevy of other options located to the left as well.
Article results will show up in the middle of the screen. Most articles allow students to access the text via a PDF or full text. There are lots of features within the article that make it useful to students.
EBSCO also has the ability for you to fine professional development articles for yourself. Are you taking a class for an endorsement where you need to find an article?
There is also an App for that. . . EBSCO has a phone application as well for students to log into using their phone.

EBSCO is HUGE! It takes some tinkering with, but there’s a ton of good information out there using this valuable on-line resource for student research.